ARISTOCRAT LOUNGE
Access to the Aristocrat Lounge is with an Aristocrat pass only. Passes will be checked at the door.

ABOUT THIS PROGRAM
Event Titles are shown in bold
Event times and locations are red
The groups or people presenting are blue
Event descriptions are black

Any notes regarding costs and specific attendance limits are in green and red. (Some events may have a cost even for Aristocrats.)
• All costs are to be paid in U.S. cash unless paid in advance.
• There is an ATM in the Grand Palace Saloon.
• Workshop and Make & Take sales occur online. The spots not previously sold are available at the WWWC Guest Services Booth at the Old Tucson WWWC Entrance.

RULES & REGULATIONS
All patrons are required to abide by the following rules at all times:
• Always represent Old Tucson (OT) and Wild Wild West Steampunk Convention 8 (WWWC8) in a professional and courteous manner.
• No abusive or foul language.
• No fighting.
• No loitering.
• No possession or consumption of illegal drugs.
• No lewd or lascivious behavior.
• Well-behaved animals are permitted.
• No touching of actors or sets.
• No modification of any OT structure.
• No modification of any hotel structure.
• No masks which impair vision.
• Weapons shall be inspected by authorized personnel for safety and peace tied.
• The park opens at 10:00am and closes at 6:00pm every day. No entry into Old Tucson after 5:00pm*.
• The Old Tucson entrance closes at 8:00pm Saturday. No admittance after 8:00pm and no refunds for late arrival.
• Attendees may be removed from the premises, without compensation or refund, for violations of OT and WWWC8 rules and regulations. Security personnel from WWWC8 and OT have the authority to enforce all rules.

* Attendees with concert tickets and a valid wristband may stay in the park after 6:00pm as you are not allowed to leave when the park closes. If wristband is lost you will be required to pay a wristband replacement fee.
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EVENT LOCATIONS
Grand Palace Saloon • Day and Night events and location of adult libations. Located in the center of town. The Saturday concert is held here.
Aristocrat Lounge • An exclusive place for Aristocrats to relax and enjoy special events. Located next to the Saloon, in Rosa’s Cantina. Aristocrat Tea Duelling: Fri Noon, Sat 3pm.
High Chaparral • Steampunk Vehicle Exhibition, Steampunk Groups Area, Kids Need to Read, Charity Raffle, and Scavenger Hunt! Located north of the Vendor Area.
Courthouse • Panels, Steampunk film screenings, workshops, Artist Foyer and the Art & Science Exhibit. Located near the Grand Palace Saloon, Includes Courthouse Center, Courthouse Left and Courthouse Right.
The Wagon Stage • Music, Entertainment, Skits, Performances and more! Located next to the Courthouse.

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS!
• Remember to drink plenty of water.
• Wear comfortable shoes.
• Don’t be like Doctor Bond: avoid walking into the cactus! (This really happened.)
• Look both ways and avoid the Train!
• The restaurants will stay open Saturday after 6:00pm so you can eat and drink while you’re waiting for the concert.

©2019 Steampunk Society, LLC. All rights reserved. No reproduction without prior written permission. All events, times, presenters and other details are subject to change without notice. All logos and artwork are used with permission.
SPECIAL EVENTS

Thursday Night Opening Ceremonies at the Hotel 8pm Thursday Night at the DoubleTree Hotel Cash Bar is available
Roaming musical musings to tantalize your ears while you mingle with friends over beverages and early badge pick up. Attendees and Entertainers can pick up their convention badges, enjoy the cash bar temptations, and be dazzled at this free event!

The Friday Events Friday Night at the DoubleTree Hotel A wide variety of events for every taste. Details in the DoubleTree Section of this guide.

The Saturday Concert * 7pm SAT • Grand Palace Saloon Professor Elemental with Tommy Spase & the Alchemists.
* Concert entrance closes at 8:00pm, no entry after that time and no refunds will be issued.

Tea Duelling with Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter Vendor Barn stage • Tea Duelling • SAT 11am, SUN 11am Aristocrat Lounge • Tea Duelling • FRI Noon, SAT 3pm Family Zone • Kids Tea Duelling • FRI 4:30pm, SAT 3:30pm, SUN Noon Tea Duelling is the art of gracefully dunking a tea biscuit into a “Cup of Brown Joy.” These duels are fully sanctioned by The American Tea Duelling Society. We have prizes!

Kids Need to Read Charity Raffle 3pm FRI, SAT, SUN • High Chaparral Head down to the High Chaparral for the Kids Need to Read charity raffle! All proceeds benefit Kids Need to Read.
Winners have until 4pm to pick up prizes. Final prizes awarded during the Closing Ceremonies.

Friday Night at the High Chaparral for the Kids Need to Read charity raffle! All proceeds benefit Kids Need to Read.
Winners have until 4pm to pick up prizes. Final prizes awarded during the Closing Ceremonies.

FRIDAY 11AM

Drake & McTrowell’s Hot Potato School of Writing™ 11am FRI • Chapel • Dr. Sparky McTrowell The authors of “The Adventures of Drake & McTrowell” will lead two guest authors and the audience in a madcap improvisational writing game show.

Tea Scouts - Scouting the Stars 11am FRI • Courthouse Center • Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter Please join the Tea Scout Tea Matrixies to learn about the Tea Scouts and to review the adventures that have occurred since their founding. Learn what it means to be a Tea Scout and become one yourself! Sip Salute!

Rub ‘n Buff Gun Workshop 11am FRI • Courthouse Right • Countess Chaos Personalize a Nerf Maverick to fit your style. Gun, Rub ‘n Buff, and decorative accessories will be provided in the supplies. Cost: $27.00 • Max Capacity: 25

NOON

Victorian Flirting 12pm FRI • Chapel • Katherine Stewart Calling all Dandies and Darlings! Learn how to flirt elegantly without saying a word. Discover the wonderful, coquettish secrets of fan language (and ankles and wrists). Unlock a world of flirtation and communication!

So, You Want To Be a Cover Artist? 12pm FRI • Courtroom Center • Laura Givens/David B. Riley Learn the real world ins and outs of creating book and magazine covers from a publisher and an art director. Then create and pitch cover ideas on the spot and have your work evaluated and maybe be discovered!

Make Beard Oil with the Strongest Beard in the World 12pm FRI • Courthouse Right • Captain Eric Burton Learn how to make beard oils from the Strongest Beard in the World and you get to take home what you make! Cost: $12.00 • Max Capacity: 25

1:00 PM

Electronic Solutions for the Over-Ambitious Non-Engineer 11am FRI • Arizona Theater • Dave Lee Looking to bridge the gap between store bought electronics and wiring up your next masterpiece? We’ll talk affordable ways to add the bling to your project.

Into the Radiation Zone 12pm FRI • Panel Tent • Captain Cedric Whittaker So you wanna tiptoe through the wasteland here are the people you want on your side! Get tips, tricks and advice from those that spend more time there then is healthy!

Intro to Leatherworking with Pros 1pm FRI • Chapel • James Neathery & Karianne Gottschalk Everything you need to know about beginning leatherworking.

Make Beard Oil with the Strongest Beard in the World 1pm FRI • Courthouse Right • Captain Eric Burton Learn how to make beard oils from the Strongest Beard in the World and you get to take home what you make! Cost: $12.00 • Max Capacity: 25

Steampunk Safety: How to Handle Creepers and Bullies 1pm FRI • Sheriff’s Office • Cecily Gatewood and Valina Eckley Discussion on how to handle bullies and creepers at Cons and other events.

Beadwork to Bring Your Costume to the Next Level 1pm FRI • Courtroom Center • Aela Aela will show some beadwork techniques she uses to create her masterpiece costuming. She’ll have several pieces for display and will provide links for great materials.

Victorian Astronomy - How Our Universe Changed Through Time 12pm FRI • Arizona Theater • David Lee Summers The Victorian age was a time when people came to know the planets as places. Astronomers gained knowledge about the stars and their properties. A look at how our conception of the universe changed through the Victorian age.
Leather Gear
Medallion Workshop 1
1pm FRI • Courthouse Right
• The Steampunk Pope, Brother Barnabas Brass-Boilerplate
Make your own leather steampunk eyepatch. All the tools and materials are provided. After a short tutorial, participants of all skill levels get to cut leather, punch holes, and rivet together an eyepatch. You can stamp, color, or, for an additional $5.00 each, add a concho to customize your eyepatch. Cost: $7.00 • Max Capacity: 25

Apocalypse Later Roadshow Set 1
1pm FRI • Arizona Theater
• Hal C. F. Astell of Apocalypse Later
The Apocalypse Later Roadshow is back for a sixth year to bring you the best in steampunk short film from around the world. Different films each day. This is set 1 of 3.

Steampunk on a Budget
1pm FRI • Panel Tent
• Lord and Lady Towers
Want to get into steampunk but don’t want to fork over every last penny? Come join this panel to find tips and tricks for making a steampunk outfit on a budget!

2:00 PM

Professor Elemental Solves All Your Problems
2pm FRI • Chapel
• Professor Elemental
Got problems? Come on in and let Professor Elemental solve them all!

Armored Vehicles of the 1800’s
2pm FRI • Sheriff’s Office
• David B. Riley
Think tanks were invented around WW I? Guess again. There were a number of armored vehicles around in the 1800’s. Some were ingenious, most ridiculous. Even the post office had some.

Golden Tipped School of Etiquette: Intergalactic Relations for a Cordial First Contact
2pm FRI • Courthouse Center
• Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Join Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter in their renowned Etiquette course. Learn how to handle all sorts of Extraterrestrial challenges from a First Contact 1st Tea to sacrificing the last scone to prevent stellar war.

Steamy Picture Frames
2pm FRI • Courthouse Right
• Countess Chaos
Paint and decorate your own personal steampunk frame. Assorted wooden frames, paint, Rub ‘n Buff, gears, and decorative accessories etc. included. Cost: $12.00 • Max Capacity: 25

Magic Lantern Show
2pm FRI • Arizona Theater
• Commodore Britann
Protection against airship pirate attack - The Most Modern Tools & Tactics - Commodore Britann of Her Royal Majesty’s Airship Service (himself!) provides a informative and instructive narration.

Magic Lantern Show
2pm FRI • Courthouse Center
Learn techniques for making costume armor pieces with a variety of materials.

Develop Gear Tooth Patterns for Art or Machinery
3pm FRI • Courthouse Right
• Guy Letourneau
Gear teeth are NOT just squat, blocky blobs! Guy Letourneau will present on various gear tooth profiles used from 1780-1920 and show you how to develop ‘real’ gear teeth shapes for decorative art or for working mechanisms.

Telepathy, the P’nti and OFC
3pm FRI • Arizona Theater
• Su Walker & Reverend White Otter
Beneath the Sandia Mountain on the Eastern edge of Albuquerque lies a subterranean facility run by a Star Nation from Zeta Reticuli called the P’nti (say pawn-Tea). For the past 5 years, a New Mexico couple, Su Walker and Rev. White Otter, have been experiencing an ongoing dialogue with these ETs and have been receiving detailed information from them about how we Earth Humans can learn their means of telepathic communication as well as what they have explained of Earth’s upcoming Official First Contact or OFC.

Aela Bellydance
3pm FRI • Saloon
• Aela
Aela is a professional bellydancer from Germany who has performed on three continents.

3:00 PM

Friday Drawing for KNTR Raffle
at the High Chaparral - all prizes must be picked up by 4pm.

Reboot Challenge - TV Westerns
3pm FRI • Chapel
• Laura Givens
What western TV show needs to be revived with a Steampunk edge? Challenge a panel of experts with your favorite show and win a place on the panel. The audience is the judge, vote loud, vote often!

Villainy 201 Villainous Behavior
3pm FRI • Sheriff’s Office
• Doc Synchronous
Being a villain requires a certain amount of artistic panache when playing the game of good versus evil. It is more than just saying “I am a Bad Guy” and the instructors from the L.O.S.E.R. will give examples on how.

Cosplay Armor Making
3pm FRI • Courthouse Center
• James Neathery, Mickey Flint
Learn techniques for making costume armor pieces with a variety of materials.

Kimono 101: Wearing Kimono
3pm FRI • Courtroom Center
• Shannon Shea
The kimono appears simplistic in its design & form. This panel will be an interactive demonstration on all that goes into creating this illusion of simplicity in a traditional manner & for the comfort of cosplay.

Steamy Trinket Boxes
4pm FRI • Courthouse Right
• Countess Chaos
Paint and decorate your own personal steampunk trinket box. Assorted wooden boxes, paint, gears, and accessories included.

Seeing Through the Veil
4pm FRI • Arizona Theater
• Derrell Stokes
A paranormal photographer, highly sensitive empath, and medium offers insights and guidance into uncovering that which appears hidden. Take a journey through the unknown, as he unveils the Mystical Realm.

War Wagon
4pm FRI • Chapel
• Thomas Willeford
Steampunk Vehicles concept to construction. From Power wheels to 80 mph on Vespas (By the way: terrifying). Discussing Carsplay on a variety of budgets.
Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus
4pm FRI • Saloon
• Captain Eric Burton
Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus combines contemporary circus with old-school sideshow to create a new but old circus experience. We have aerialist, belly dancers, sideshow, jugglers, contortionists, and acrobats.

 Weird Westerms: The Greatest Genre Nobody Ever Heard Of
4pm FRI • Panel Tent
• David B. Riley
A review of this 100 year old genre, why it has languished in obscurity, recent trends and the remarkable similarity to steampunk.

 SAVATRDAY 11AM
The Magnificent Seven: Steampunk’s Illegitimate Children
11am SAT • Chapel
• Thomas Willeford
Steampunk, Dieselpunk, Atompunk, Dragonpunk, Silkpunk, Dustpunk, and Rococopunk. Is that really a thing? Where did all this Punk come from?

The Art of Fan Handling
11am SAT • Courtroom Center
• Miss Heavensta Betsy
The humble fan reflects its wielder’s personality. But how to decipher and respond to its message? Miss Heavensta Betsy will guide you in the practicality and mystery of this useful ladies’ accessory. Let the coquetry begin!

Stylish Steamy Hair Clips
11am SAT • Courthouse Right
• Countess Chaos
In this workshop we will create lovely hair clips to add to your steampunk collection. Filigree, clip, gears and other ornaments included.

Cost: $14.00 • Max Capacity: 25

Inviting ET: Real CE5 Contact Stories 2018
11am SAT • Arizona Theater
• Su Walker & Rev White Otter
A CE5 is a close encounter of the fifth kind: a complete dialogue with someone not from Earth. Using protocols in the free, online Telepathy 101 Primer, people across the planet are having incredible success inviting Star Nations to come see them in person! Hear what worked and the most recent 2018 success stories.

EVA Foam Magic
11am SAT • Panel Tent
• Gilbert Espino & Gabriel Espino
Find out the basics of where to start when it comes to crafting EVA foam into amazing costume pieces. Learn which tools you’ll need from Tinker Cosplay artists to begin your costuming journey.

Custom Underbust Patterning
12pm SAT • Courtroom Center
• Tayliss Forge
Join Tayliss Forge as she demonstrates how to pattern your very own custom underbust corset based on measurements. Any additional time will be for corset construction questions.

Merfolk Makeup
12pm SAT • Courthouse Right
• Kate Shea - Children of Proteus
Watch as Children of Proteus demonstrate how to turn your face into a beautiful creature from the deep!

Star Trek Visual Effects:
Evolution from Models to Digital
12pm SAT • Arizona Theater
• David Stipes & Nathan Stipes
Low budget production calls for some imagination, resourcefulness, some wire, tape, hot glue and a lot of work. Learn how to use found or low-cost objects to create fantastic props and effects.

Saguarlo Stompers
Clog Dance Company
1pm SAT • Arizona Theater
• Saguaro Stompers Clog Dance Company
The Saguaro Stompers perform contemporary American clog dancing (similar to tap dance and Irish dance) to a variety of music genres.

Cloud 9
1pm SAT • Arizona Theater
• Neil & Soi Gaur
Understanding the truth of sound and vibration & exploring the scientific and quantum physical connections between quantum physics, metaphysics & sacred geometry.

NOTE: this is a 2-hour panel
Large Prop Fabrication
1pm SAT • Panel Tent
• Lord Towers
Ever wanted to make something big...no, I mean REALLY BIG. Come learn from our mistakes! Join us for a topic on project planning, understanding some of the unique challenges of large prop creation, and project budgeting.

Steampunk Fashion Show
1pm SAT • Saloon
• Countess Chaos - Manager
Come explore the universe of the Galactic Steampunk Federation with us! Steampunk galactic fashions for your delight! With emcee Hal CF Astell.

2:00 PM

Shakespeare Goes Sci-Fi
2pm SAT • Chapel
• Katherine Stewart
Join Bustle Girl to test your ability to recognize famous sci-fi quotes, disguised as Shakespearean phrases! Warm up trading Shakespeare’s insults, then see how well you can name famous lines! PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN!!

Prop Making with the Pros
2pm SAT • Courthouse Center
• James Neathery, Tobias McCurry, Karianne Gottschalk, Mickey Flint
Learn different methods and materials to make your own props.

3:00 PM

Saturday Drawing for KNTR Raffle
at the High Chaparral - all prizes must be picked up by 4pm.

Drake & McTrowell’s Theatre of the Historically Improbable™
3pm SAT • Sheriffs Office
• Dr. Sparky McTrowell
The authors of “The Adventures of Drake & McTrowell” offer for your participatory amusement, short skits replete with two-bit humor, dubious science, and historical improbability; readings brought to life by sock puppets.

Back to the Future 3!
3pm SAT • Courthouse Center
• Thomas Willeford
Do you want to put a little more science into your Mad Science? Putting semi-realistic science into your gadgets and gizmos.

4:00 PM

Steampunk Photo Shoot
4pm SAT • Chapel
• KenHx
Do you want a somewhat professional photo of you in your Steampunk finest? KenHx, with over 10 years’ experience photographing people, will be available to shoot you in your finest for free. (Digital Copies Only)

A Courtesy of Compliments: How to Become a Skilled Laureatour
4pm SAT • Courtroom Center
• Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Compliment skills not up to snuff? Don’t fret! This will prepare you in the art of delivering and receiving Compliments with aplomb. You will be able to leave even the most aggressive “visitors” overcome with gratitude.

Intro to Rubber Prosthetics
4pm SAT • Courthouse Right
• A. D. Cruize
This panel will show attendees how to make reusable costuming prosthetics (such as Klingon brow ridges or Bajoran nose ridges) using affordable supplies.
Telepathy 101
Intensive Workshop
4pm SAT • Arizona Theater
• Su Walker & Reverend White Otter
We will take you through the Telepathy 101 Primer and help get you ready for successful telepathic skill development. This is a weekend long workshop condensed into 2 hours. We recommend you download your free Telepathy 101 Primer from https://officialfirstcontact.com/ to follow along in the class.
Note: 2 hour Workshop - Cost: $7.00 • Max Capacity: 50

Soap Making 101
4pm SAT • Panel Tent
• Dirk Folmer
Soap making is an entirely Right and Proper hobby for Steampunks! Not only is it a Family Friendly activity, but can actually save you money and is a wonderful introduction to this type of Crafting!

5:00 PM
Antique Tech to Light Years Ahead
5pm SAT • Chapel
• Tobias McCurry, Cedric Whitaker, & Thomas Willeford, Mickey Flint
In this panel, professional prop makers Cedric Whittaker, Thomas Willeford and Tobias McCurry (and friends?) discuss topics surrounding prop work and costuming at varying levels of technology, and what the future will bring!

Universal Translator
is Out Of Order
5pm SAT • Sheriff’s Office
• Ren Spidell
You’ve landed on Earth to enjoy the Conference, but a virus has disabled the universal translator. For one hour, try to complete a group challenge without your native tongue. Constructed Languages Allowed.

The 2019 Wild Wild West Con
Compliment Duelling Championship!
5pm SAT • Courtroom Center
• Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Madame Askew, the Grand Arbiter, and Bustle Girl host the first annual WWWCon Compliment Duelling Championship. Compliments will be launched by our Laureatours until all, but one is entirely overcome! Arrive early to compete!

How to Make a Steampunk
Space Laser Gun
5pm SAT • Courthouse Right
• Captain Eric Burton
Make your own steampunk space laser gun and take it home with you. Cost: $7.00 • Max Capacity: 25

SUNDAY 11AM
Coffee with Clifford & Otter
11am SUN • Chapel
• Clifford Mahooty & Rev White Otter
Bring your own coffee and enjoy it with Clifford Mahooty; Zuni elder Medicine Man, and Reverend White Otter; shaman, chef, & 18th century historic re-enactor. With over 100 years of experience between them, oh, what amazing stories you may get them to reveal! Coffee can be purchased prior to the panel in The Big Scoop or Grand Palace Saloon.

NOON
Villainy 302:
How to Rob a Stagecoach
12pm SUN • Sheriff’s Office
• Doc Synchronous
One of the most talked about crimes by villains around the watering hole. The League of Supremely Evil Revolutionaries will discuss what to do and not do in this growing art form.

Star Wars Steampunks!
12pm SUN • Courtroom Center
• Bex and Red
Pull up a chair in Mos Eisely Cantina, rest your bones as we chat with a panel of cosplayers who specialize in Star Wars and Steampunk Mashup. Hear tales and maybe get tips and inspiration!

The History and Making of the Kilt!
12pm SUN • Courthouse Right
• Dirk Folmer
The kilt has a much longer history that many assume! If you can sew a straight line, I will provide all the information to design and of several interpretations of this fine garment! (full plans provided at no charge!)

Local Sci-Fi Productions:
Creating VFX and Props
12pm SUN • Arizona Theater
• David Stipes & Nathan Stipes
From robots and ray guns to Steampunk castles, some behind the scene peeks at how VFX, props and special effects make-up have enhanced production values in multiple Arizona film and web projects, including Mantecoza & Voyage Trekkers.

Jen Bliss Violinist
12pm SUN • Saloon
• Jen Bliss
Enjoy the musical stylings of Gypsy & Classical violin with the lovely Jen Bliss.
1:00 PM

Steampunk Costume Contest
1pm SUN • Saloon
• Countess Chaos - Manager
Join us for a galactic Steampunk costume contest. With emcee Hal C. F. Astell and judges; Thomas Willeford, Tayliss Forge, & Tobias McCurry of Steampunk’d fame.

Space Cowboys!
1pm SUN • Chapel
• David Lee Summers
Where did the space cowboy idea come from? How are space opera and steampunk stories similar and different? How far can we stretch the idea of the space cowboy before it’s no longer “retro” future and just plain future?

2:00 PM

Audience Involved,
1950’s Sci-Fi Mystery:
The Thing From Chipmunk Flats
2pm SUN • Chapel
• Lillie Mae’s Steam Trunk
In Chipmunk Flats, something has crash landed. Is there an alien among us? This audience involved sci-fi/1950’s/mystery panel will keep you guessing, Be a character or read a clue but solve the mystery before it’s too late!

A Woman in Victorian Times
2pm SUN • Courtroom Center
• Julie Tanner
A myth breaking discussion on how women lived in Victorian times and what they wore. Julie worked for 5 years at a living history museum and has been a reenactor for over 20 years.

Steampunk in a Galaxy Far, Far
Away: Steampunk Star Wars
1pm SUN • Arizona Theater
• Anastasia Hunter
Enjoy Steampunk Star Wars mashups from Admiral Ackbar to Yoda, Boba Fett to Wicket, all your favorite Star Wars characters, who have been reinvented into a fantastic variety of steampy mashups.

In Honor of the Moon Landing:
Green Cheese & More
1pm SUN • Panel Tent
• David B. Riley
In honor of the 50th anniversary of the moon landing local author David B. Riley will discuss and read from stories about the moon, featuring the good, bad and wretched from Jules Verne, Wells, Heinlein & others.

The Importance of Props in Steampunk
1pm SUN • Courtroom Center
• Joe R. Cluck
All those things that take a historical outfit and turn it into a steampunk costume. It’s more than just gears and goggles that tell your story and bring steampunk personas alive. We’ll look at hats, leather, guns and gadgets.

Goggle Smithing
1pm SUN • Courthouse Right
• Captain Eric Burton
Learn how to pattern and make your own goggles that are for you to take home with you.
Cost: $12.00 • Max Capacity: 25

2:00 PM

Leather Cuff
2pm SUN • Courthouse Right
• Red
Look at your wrist. Could you use a handmade leather cuff there? Join us, as you create a single, snap closure, genuine leather cuff that you can later tool, emboss, or dye. The class will involve a discussion of leather.
Cost: $12.00 • Max Capacity: 10

3:00 PM

Sunday Drawing for KNTR Raffle
at the High Chaparral - all prizes must be picked up by 4pm.

A Fist Full of Dollars
3pm SUN • Chapel
• Thomas Willeford
Steampunk on a very limited budget. If you have more time, you can save money. If you have the money, you can save time.

Marketing Yourself 101
3pm SUN • Courtroom Center
• Tayliss Forge
Join Tayliss as she discusses basic tips and tricks for marketing yourself and product through social media. She will also discuss her favorite apps and photography tips to help your work stand out from the rest.

WWWC8 - Closing Ceremonies!
4pm SUN • Saloon
• Diana Given, Christin Pike
Closing ceremonies of WWWC8. Who won the Steampunk Vehicle competition? How much money did we raise for Kids Need to Read? Get the report from our Ambassadors Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter on our joining forces with the Galactic Steampunk Federation and possible clues to when we will button WWWC9!
VENDORS

Please visit our Merchant Bazaar to the east of town. Look for the big tent!

1. VENDOR BARN
   BottiVingelo
   Diva Dreads
   DragonMarsh Apothecary and Teas
   Fame and Fortune Leather
   Flying Skwirl
   Four Peaks Jewelry Co
   Gadget Engineering
   Gear Oils
   Hadrosaur Productions and Drake & McTrowell
   Holzer & Combe Haberdashery
   Karzworks
   Krystyna Lynn Kreations
   Kyla’s Keepsakes
   Legacy Chronicles
   MadEtcha
   Personal Touch: A Vintage Apothecary
   The Scribbled Hollow
   Zombisaur

2. VENDOR TENT
   A & A Upcycled Antiques and Light Design
   A Mother of Dragon Eggs
   An Cailleach Casta Apothecary
   B. Coole Designs
   Baron’s Beauties
   C & J Goods L.A.
   Coal Miners Jerky
   D & R Zanin
   Manipulations in Wire
   Moon Glory Gears
   Nate Olson Art
   Ravenworks
   Raven’s Razors
   Steam Regalia
   Strong Leather Goods
   The Modern Vintage Co.
   Traveling Cabinet of Curiosities
   Tucson Leather Girls
   Wyng’d Lyon Creations

3. FREE-STANDING TENTS
   The Cloak Drummer Co.
   Traditional General Store

Vendors subject to change without notice.
**HOGAN**
The sign up sheet for sessions is at the Hogan

**Friday & Saturday**
Individual Sound Healing Sessions with Neil & Sol Gaur
Cost: $ 60.00 for 30min. Session

**Saturday**
1pm: Galactic Space Ship Ride with Tammy & Anthony Chino

**Sunday**
Individual Sessions with Derrell Stokes

**SPECIAL EVENTS**
Saturday: at the North End Set
6pm: Wacky Racer Premiere Event at the North End Set with Thomas Willeford & Dave Lee of Hatton Cross

Saturday: meet outside the Aristocrat Lounge
7-8pm: Derrell Stokes Photography
Excursion: Seeing through the Veil held at night during the concert on Saturday. Bring your cameras. Cost: $ 22.00 • Max Capacity: 20

Sunday: at the High Chaparral
Noon: Steampunk Vehicle Maker Competition Q & A at High Chaparral with Dave Lee, John Corey, John Hunter and Lord Towers

**WAGON STAGE**

**Friday**
Noon: Live Tour Paintings with David Sockrider
3pm: Bad Azz Women of History

**Saturday**
11am: Sun & Shadow
Noon: Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus
1pm: Live Tour Paintings with David Sockrider
2pm: Jen Bliss Violinist
3pm: Aela Bellydance
5pm: Bad Azz Women of History

**Sunday**
Noon: Bad Azz Women of History
1pm: Live Tour Paintings with David Sockrider
2pm: Sun & Shadow
3pm: Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus

**FAMILY ZONE**
All day we will have all sorts of activities for the whole family!

**Tucson Reptile Museum**
Most of the day all three days.

**Bridget Benson**
- Local Tucson face painter who is also great with henna.

There is no charge for Family Zone activities. Children must be attended by an adult at all times.

**Friday**
11am: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo
1pm: Cosplay for the whole family with Joe R. Cluck
3pm: Kids’ Costume Contest
5pm: Kids’ Tea Duelling hosted by Evie Furie Betz with Special Guest Professor Elemental

**Saturday**
11am: Lykiska
Noon: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo
2pm: Geisha Games with Shannon Shea
3pm: Kids’ Tea Duelling hosted by Evie Furie Betz
4pm: Kids’ Costume Contest

**Sunday**
11am: Cosplay for the whole family with Laura Givens & David B. Riley
Noon: Kids’ Tea Duelling hosted by Evie Furie Betz
1pm: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo
2pm: Kids’ Costume Contest

**VENDOR BARN STAGE**
Here are the times to catch Tea Duelling and special guests! Check the signs for additional appearances!

**Friday**
2pm: Live Tour Paintings with David Sockrider

**Saturday**
11am: Tea Duelling with Madam Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Noon: Jen Bliss Violinist
3pm: Live Tour Paintings with David Sockrider

**Sunday**
11am: Tea Duelling with Madame Askew and The Grand Arbiter
1pm: Splendid Teapot Racing
Hosted by Madam Askew and The Grand Arbiter

Our friendly **WWWC8 Photographers** are wandering the park and events all weekend!

Say hello to one and get your picture taken for free!

You might even end up in WWWC advertising or on the website!

And it’s always ok to say no thank you to photos.
BITTER CREEK STAGE OUTSIDE

Friday
11am: Aela Bellydance
Noon: Lykiska Tribal Bellydance
1pm: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo
2pm: Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus
3pm: Jen Bliss Violinist
5pm: Lykiska Tribal Bellydance

Saturday
Noon: Osiris
1pm: Sun & Shadow
2pm: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo
3pm: Captain Burton’s Fun Time Sideshow Circus
4pm: Saguaro Stompers Clog Dance Company
5pm: Aela Bellydance

Sunday
11am: Lykiska
Noon: Sun & Shadow
2pm: Jen Bliss Violinist
3pm: The DREAD Fleet Sword Fighting Demo

ARISTOCRAT LOUNGE

Inside Rosa’s Cantina. Restricted to Aristocrats. Some events require sign-up in the Aristocrat Lounge beforehand.

Friday
11am: Meet & Greet with your Aristocrat Lounge Manager
Noon: Aristocrat Tea Duelling with Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
1pm: Meet & Greet with Clifford Mahooty
2pm: Meet & Greet with Thomas Willeford and Tobias McCurry
3pm: Meet & Greet with Tayliss Forge

Saturday
11am: Meet & Greet with Derrel Stokes Paranormal Photographer
Noon: Meet & Greet with James Neathery, Tobias McCurry and Karianne Gottschalk
3pm: Tea Dueling with Madam Askew and The Grand Arbiter
4pm: Meet & Greet with David Stipes and Nathan Stipes

Sunday
11am: Meet & Greet with Thomas Willeford and Cedric Whitaker
2pm: Meet & Greet with Professor Elemental
3pm: Meet & Greet with David Lee Summers

DOUBLETREE HOTEL

Thursday Night
Opening Ceremonies at the Hotel
8pm Thursday Night at the DoubleTree Hotel Cash Bar is available
Roaming musical musings to tantalize your ears while you mingle with friends over beverages and early badge pick up. Attendees and entertainers can pick up their convention badges, enjoy the cash bar temptations, and be dazzled at this free event!

Friday Night
Tickets to Friday night events at the DoubleTree are sold online. Remaining event tickets may be purchased at the WWWW Guest Services Booth at Old Tucson, or at the DoubleTree before the events.

Thursday Night
7:15-11:30pm • Ballroom 3
Family Crafts & Child Care
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

8:30-9:30pm • Ballroom 1
Victorian Tea Leaf Reading Class
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

Sat Night
7:30-9:30pm • Finnegan’s Breakfast Area
Leather Steampunk Eyepatch Workshop
All Ages Event • Price $12.00+

8:30-11:00pm • WWWW Conference Room
Open Tabletop Gaming
All Ages Event • No Charge

9:00-10:30pm • Ballroom 2
Absinthe Tasting Adventure
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

10:00-11:00pm • Finnegan’s Breakfast Area
Hot, Slick, & Smooth – Art of the Straight Razor
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

11:00-12:00am • Ballroom 2
Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Present Tipsy Tea with Professor Elemental
21+ Only • Price: $ 12.00

2:15-2:30pm • Ballroom 3
Family Crafts & Child Care
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

3:00-4:30pm • Ballroom 1
Victorian Tea Leaf Reading Class
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

4:00-6:00pm • Ballroom 2
Exotic Sounds: Relaxing & Healing Experience
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

7:30-8:30pm • Ballroom 2
Exotic Sounds: Relaxing & Healing Experience
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

8:30-9:00pm • Ballroom 1
Victorian Tea Leaf Reading Class
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

9:00-10:00pm • Ballroom 2
Absinthe Tasting Adventure
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

10:00-11:00pm • Finnegan’s Breakfast Area
Hot, Slick, & Smooth – Art of the Straight Razor
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

11:00-12:00am • Ballroom 2
Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Present Tipsy Tea with Professor Elemental
21+ Only • Price: $ 12.00

2:15-2:30pm • Ballroom 3
Family Crafts & Child Care
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

3:00-4:30pm • Ballroom 1
Victorian Tea Leaf Reading Class
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

4:00-6:00pm • Ballroom 2
Exotic Sounds: Relaxing & Healing Experience
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

7:30-8:30pm • Ballroom 2
Exotic Sounds: Relaxing & Healing Experience
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

8:30-9:00pm • Ballroom 1
Victorian Tea Leaf Reading Class
All Ages Event • Price: $ 7.00

9:00-10:00pm • Ballroom 2
Absinthe Tasting Adventure
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

10:00-11:00pm • Finnegan’s Breakfast Area
Hot, Slick, & Smooth – Art of the Straight Razor
21+ Only • Price: $ 37.00

11:00-12:00am • Ballroom 2
Madame Askew and the Grand Arbiter
Present Tipsy Tea with Professor Elemental
21+ Only • Price: $ 12.00

RIDE THE TROLLEY!
FREE! horse-drawn transportation all weekend from behind the Saloon to High Chaparral and Vendor areas!
Available during normal park hours
Vendor Details

A Mother of Dragon Eggs
I create handmade dragon eggs of all sizes and genres - my most popular design being Steampunk.
www.instagram.com/amotherofdragoneggs
www.etsy.com/shop/amotherofdragoneggs

An Cailleach Casta Apothecary
All natural Apothecary, with essential oils, natural remedies, and aromatherapy products
www.facebook.com/ancailleachcasta

C & J Goods L.A.
A leathersmithy that creates items for daily use or adventure. Sturdy hand crafted items will withstand the rigors of wherever you go featuring sophisticated designs that are at home everywhere and anywhere.
www.candjgoodsla.com

Coal Miners Jerky
Smoked, all grass fed, beef jerky of various flavors
www.coalminersjerky.com

Dragonmarsh Apothecary and Teas
"Supplying Quality Teas and Oils for over 27 years!" We carry over 6000 herbs, teas, spices & incense and over 400 oils. Teapots & Cups, infusers, steampunk decor and details! History, Mystery and Magick! Come visit and see what we have brought for you!
www.dragonmarsh.com

Holzer & Combe Haberdasher
Men’s and Women’s 19th century clothing, from Hats to Spats! We carry shirts, vests, coats, pocket watches, cravats, skirts, blouses, jackets, capes and vintage jewelry.
Holzer-CombeHaberdashery.com

Nate Olson Art
Original comic book art, Prints, Western Graphic Novel: Shot All to Hell
www.nateolsonart.com
www.instagram.com/nateolsonart

MadEtcha
Hand-engraved one-of-a-kind recycled glass bottles. Every piece is signed and dated. I enjoy creating designs that mirror the theme of the event. I specialize in nature, fantasy, and steampunk inspired imagery. Additionally: vintage and modern teacups, mugs, steins, shot glasses, and vases. Small custom items on site.
www.facebook.com/madetcha
www.etsy.com/shop/MadEtcha

Raven’s Razors
Restored vintage straight razors and sumptuous soaps.
www.ravensrazors.com

Steam Regalia
Handmade vintage watch jewelry, vintage goggles and misc parts to create Steampunk Art.
www.victorianfolly.com
www.etsy.com/shop/VictorianFolly

Strong Leather Goods
Custom handmade leather goods. From historical to fantasy.
www.instagram.com/strongleather

The Cloak Drummer Co.
A time traveling mercantile with something for everyone.
www.cloakdrummer.net

The Scribbled Hollow
We do custom fan gear on-site at the convention - shirts, water bottles, flasks, mugs, mouse pads, gaming mats, magnets, shot glasses, car vinyl, etc.
www.thescribbledhollow.com
www.etsy.com/shop/TheScribbledHollow

Personal Touch : A Vintage Apothecary
Natural / Organic Handcrafted Soaps, Lotions, Aromatherapy, and Bath Salts.
www.tucsonsoap.com
SOCIAL MEDIA SCAVENGER HUNT
ALL WEEKEND

Social Media Scavenger Hunt
- Hosted by the Charity Department

Please post your pictures/videos on Twitter using the hashtag #WWWC8 so we can find and share our favorites! Show your posts to the Charity Department in the High Chaparral for a prize (while supplies last).

Below are many hashtags you can post with! Find a way to use them all, as per the descriptions below:

Our charity at WWWC8 is Kids Need to Read, a non-profit organization that provides inspiring books to underfunded schools, libraries, and literacy programs. Share a photo or video of yourself in costume answering the question “Kids Need to Read...” with the name of your favorite childhood book(s). #KidsNeedToRead #KNTR

Steampunk Vehicle Exhibit
Located next to the High Chaparral and near the Vendor Tent. Open all weekend.

The Lord and Lady Towers and their mystery machine return to defend their title against the likes of:

- Dave Lee of Hatton Cross Steampunk
- John Corey of Troy, pilot of the entomopter the Errship
- J.R. Gearhunter (John Hunter) and Lady Belle with the horseless horse - and more!
- Matthew Kenney of Gadget Engineering and his tri-wheeled penny farthing.
- Steampunk Loan Ranger Michael Parodi and his galactic steeds.
- Chase Stilson and his Electric Penny Farthing and Victorian Rickshaw.
- Chris “Pops” Purcell Sr of Arizona Cyclekart club of Phoenix and his copper racer.

There are Extravagant Tourists and Extraordinary Thingamabobs (E.T.s) everywhere!
Your final challenge is to find, photograph, and show us four of the following:
- Two or more of the same character in the same picture #Doppelganger
- Couples costume #RelationshipGoals
- Family costume #FamiliesThatCosplayTogether
- Someone who might say “May the Force be with you” #SteampunkStarWars
- Someone who might say “Beam Me Up, Scotty” #SteampunkStarTrek
- Someone who aims to misbehave #SteampunkFirefly / #SteampunkSerenity
- A prepared hitchhiker #DontPanic #GotYourTowel
- Expendable characters in danger #RedShirt
- A steampunk space suit #SteampunksInSpace
- An #UnconventionalUFO
- A captivating carry-on contraption #SteampunkSuitcaseChallenge
- Three (or more!) #SteampunkStereotypes in one picture #GlueSomeGearsOnIt
- Four (or more!) friends using the Force #MayTheForceBeWithYou
- Five (or more!) people giving the Vulcan salute #LiveLongAndProsper
- Someone making friends with a non-human visitor #Diplomacy
- A pleasing purchase from our vivacious vendors #ProductPlacement
- An aerial tea time adventure #FlyingSaucer
- Someone wearing a glorious galactic get-up #MilkyWayModel
- A costume that made you geek out #SteampunkSmiles
- A costume that made you smile #SteampunkSmiles

CHILDREN’S BOOK DRIVE
Earn an EXCLUSIVE convention ribbon and additional raffle tickets by donating new children’s books to KNTR at WWWC8. Please share the gift of your favorite childhood literary adventures and support this wonderful cause!

Shield Your Brain!
Build a tin foil top hat or bonnet for $5 in the High Chaparral. Proceeds benefit KNTR.

Also enjoy the local institutions:
Just Mark and his gypsy boat bus
Power From the Past and their turn of the century infernal machines and contraptions
Desert Metal Craft, Southwest school of Blacksmithing and metal arts led by Forged in Fire double contestant and local artist Rich Greenwood

WACKY RACE DEMO
Enjoy the Premiere Event wacky race demo between Dave Lee and Thomas Willeford. At the North End Set, 6:00pm Saturday.

Note: You must have a Saturday Concert Ticket to stay in Old Tucson after 6:00pm.
WWWSC SCI-FI GROUPS MEET UP!

The Galactic Steampunk Federation invites groups of fans to get together, socialize, meet new friends and take photos together.

**Location:**
Meet at the livery across from the Courthouse.
**Time:** 11am each day

**Friday:** Serenity / Firefly
**Saturday:** Star Trek
**Sunday:** Star Wars

After decades of Tribal silence, a handful of elders of the various Indian tribes are again sharing the ancient history and technology. Mahooty now courageously shares the Zuni’s knowledge of the Star People.

You can also see Clifford on Sunday at 11am in the Chapel for:

**Coffee with Clifford & Otter**
Bring your coffee to join Clifford and Reverend White Otter (shaman, chef, 18th century historic re-enactor) in a lively round of storytelling...all you have to do is ask a question! With over 100 years of experience between them, what can you get them to reveal?

The Scribbled Hollow is a custom on-demand fandom shop.
We can take essentially any image and place it on a t-shirt, mug, mousepad, water bottle, and many more items!

We are super excited to also be the on-demand merchandise vendor for Wild Wild West Con 8 and be using the Galactic Steampunk Federation logo!

So put on your thinking caps and let your imagination run wild!

We will be happy to customize something for you!
Find us in the WWWC Vendor Barn between the barn doors.
Thank You to...

All of our Volunteers, Coordinators and Managers for your hard work and dedication: without you this convention would not be possible!

Aristocrats for purchasing passes that go a long way to making this convention possible; we deeply appreciate your support.

WWW8 Vendors for filling our Bazaar with amazing products and wonderful services.

Airship Isabella for donating time and services to present panels and entertainment as well as sharing their artistic creations with us.

Kids Need to Read for sponsoring the Family Zone and tirelessly working to provide books to underfunded schools.  kidsneedtoread.org

All of our performers and entertainers for making the convention something very special by sharing your many talents with us all.

All the wonderful members of the Arizona Steampunk Society for supporting the convention, promoting the convention at local events and increasing awareness of Steampunk.

Tucson Steampunk Society for coordinating with WWW8, promoting the convention throughout Tucson, and for throwing such wonderful events. Also: Tea!

Old Tucson, to all the wonderful employees who are amazing to work with, supporting our convention, and for allowing us to use this beautiful location.

Thank you to everyone in Team Awesome, our 40-member team who have spent countless hours to make this convention happen. They also spent considerable time proofreading and working to perfect this guide for our guests. You rock!

Hal C F Astell for bringing us the The Apocalypse Later Roadshow. roadshow.apocalypselaterempire.com

The Tucson Celtic Festival and Scottish Highland Games for their support and promotion of WWWC. www.tucsoncelticfestival.org

The Modern/Vintage Company for crafting and providing the Steampunk Vehicles Baker Build Competition trophy.

Learn more about WWWC9 at: www.WILDWESTCON.com
Thank you for being a part of
Wild Wild West Steampunk Convention 8.